Nantwich busy bees
RIDING FOR THE DISABLED

WHAT - no riding lesson today?

Well let’s think of something HORSEY to do then!
Here’s a silly picture for a start - who said I don’t need
the glasses?
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Did you know RDA has an
Arts and Crafts Competition for all ages every year????
WE CAN TRY THIS TOGETHER!
Over the next few weeks we can learn a few tricks
to improve our artwork or try out some fresh techniques and
with lots of practice we can maybe ENTER SOMETHING!

Nantwich busy bees
We would all love to be able to draw horses - but it looks so difficult.
So this week, instead of your lesson, wouldn’t it be great if you had
something to show us when your next lesson comes around?
Let’s start this week with learning how to draw a horses head.
You may find this is easy even if it still looks difficult, but have a go
and you can bring your work to show everyone.
Maybe you can trace over it to start with and once you have done it
you can have a go on your own.
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Let’s draw the front view of a horse head and face in four
simple steps.
YOU WILL NEED TO PRINT THIS PAGE OUT.

USE A PENCIL TO START WITH:
DRAW two shapes, one oval and one round, then draw a
line across the top oval like this: it looks a bit like a boiled
egg in an eggcup! Don’t forget to ask for help if you need it!

When that is done use a different colour pencil or pen and trace
over those shapes to sketch out the actual structure of the
horse’s head and muzzle to look like this:.
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Next, draw in the eyes, nostrils and bottom part of the mouth

Finally, draw the shape of the neck, draw in the ears and finally
the beautiful mane.

And there you are!
One horses head ready for you to colour in as you like!
Keep practising and maybe try different colours out - you will soon be able to
produce drawings like these gorgeous ones on the next page!
HAVE FUN!
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Try and learn the names for parts of a horse’s face before next week
when we will learn more helpful stuff.
Goodbye for now!

HOW VERY RUDE!

NANTWICH & DISTRICT RDA
More fun and games to come!
Julie Birchall

the end

Busy Bee Lady

